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Abstract—A fundamental challenge of the large-scale Internet-of-Things
lies in how to support massive machine-type communications (mMTC). This
letter proposes a media modulation based mMTC solution for increasing the
throughput, where a massive multi-input multi-output based base station
(BS) is used for enhancing the detection performance. For such a mMTC
scenario, the reliable active device detection and data decoding pose a
serious challenge. By leveraging the sparsity of the uplink access signals
of mMTC received at the BS, a compressive sensing based massive access
solution is proposed for tackling this challenge. Specifically, we propose a
structured orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm for detecting the active
devices, whereby the block-sparsity of the uplink access signals exhibited
across the successive time slots and the structured sparsity of media-
modulated symbols are exploited for enhancing the detection performance.
Moreover, a successive interference cancellation based structured subspace
pursuit algorithm is conceived for data demodulation of the active devices,
whereby the structured sparsity of media modulation based symbols found
in each time slot is exploited for improving the detection performance.
Finally, our simulation results verify the superiority of the proposed scheme
over state-of-the-art solutions.

Index Terms—Internet-of-Things, massive machine type
communications, massive access, massive multi-input multi-output,
media modulation, compressive sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

The emerging paradigm of massive machine-type communications
(mMTC) is identified as an indispensable component for enabling
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TABLE I
A BRIEF COMPARISON OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

the massive access of machine-type devices (MTDs) in the emerging
Internet-of-Things (IoT) [1]. In stark contrast to conventional human-
centric mobile communications, mMTC focuses on uplink-oriented
communications serving massive MTDs and exhibits sporadic tele-
traffic requiring low-latency and high-reliability massive access [1].

The conventional grant-based access approach relies on complex
time and frequency-domain resource allocation before data transmis-
sion, which would impose prohibitive signaling overhead and latency
on massive mMTC [1]. To support low-power MTDs at low latency,
the emerging grant-free approach has attracted significant attention for
massive access, since it simplifies the access procedure by directly
delivering data without scheduling [2]–[7]. Specifically, by exploiting
the block-sparsity of mMTC, the authors of [3] and [4] proposed
compressive sensing (CS) solutions for joint active device and data
detection, while a maximum a posteriori probability based scheme was
proposed in [2] for improving the performance attained. Furthermore,
MTDs having slowly-varying activity tend to exhibit partial block
sparsity, hence a modified orthogonal matching pursuit solution was
conceived in [5], while a modified subspace pursuit algorithm was
proposed in [6]. It was shown that the previously detected results
can be exploited for enhancing the following detection. However, the
contributions [2]–[6] only consider single-antenna configurations at
both the MTDs and the BS. To achieve higher efficiency and more
reliable detection, multi-antenna-aided MTDs using spatial modulation
(SM) and massive multi-input multi-output (mMIMO) were considered
in [7], [8] at the BS, where a two-level sparse structure based CS
(TLSSCS) detector and a structured CS detector was proposed in [7]
and [8], respectively. However, increasing the data rate of SM by
one bit requires doubling the number of transmit antennas (TAs) [9],
[10], which violates the low-cost requirement of MTDs. To improve
the uplink (UL) throughput at a low cost and power-consumption,
the authors of [11], [12] proposed to employ media modulation at
the MTDs, where an iterative interference cancellation detector and
a CS detector was employed for multi-user detection in [11] and [12],
respectively. However, these authors have not considered active user
detection (AUD). To sum up, we provide a brief comparison of the
related literature in Table I.

Against this background, we propose to adopt media modulation
at the MTDs for improving the UL throughput and to employ a
mMIMO scheme at the BS. Moreover, a CS-based active device and
data detection solution is proposed by exploiting both the sporadic
traffic and the block-sparsity of mMTC as well as the structured
sparsity of media-modulated symbols. Specifically, we first propose a
structured orthogonal matching pursuit (StrOMP) algorithm for AUD,
where the block-sparsity of UL access signals across the successive
time slots and the structured sparsity of media-modulated symbols
are exploited. Additionally, a successive interference cancellation
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Fig. 1. Proposed media modulation based mMTC scheme, where the UL
access signal exhibits block-sparsity in a frame and structured sparsity in each
time slot.

based structured subspace pursuit (SIC-SSP) algorithm is proposed
for demodulating the detected active MTDs, where the structured
sparsity of media-modulated symbols in each time slot is exploited for
enhancing the decoding performance.

Note that the proposed StrOMP and SIC-SSP algorithms belong
to the family of greedy algorithms. As a benefit of their near-optimal
performance attained at a low complexity, greedy algorithms have been
popularly used in mMTC scenarios [2]–[7], [13]. Finally, our simulation
results verify the superiority of the proposed scheme over cutting-edge
benchmarks.

Notation: Boldface lower and upper-case symbols denote column
vectors and matrices, respectively. For a matrix A, AT , AH , A†,
‖A‖F , A[m,n] denote the transpose, Hermitian transpose, pseudo-
inverse, Frobenius norm, the m-th row and n-th column element of
A, respectively. A[Ω,:] (A[:,Ω]) is the sub-matrix containing the rows
(columns) ofA indexed in the ordered setΩ.A[Ω,m] is them-th column
of A[Ω,:]. For a vector x, ‖x‖p, [x]m, [x]m:n and [x]Ω are the lp norm,
m-th element,m-th ton-th elements, and entries indexed in the ordered
setΩofx, respectively. For an ordered setΓ and its subsetΩ, |Γ|c,Γ[m],
and Γ \ Ω are the cardinality of Γ, m-th element of Γ, and complement
of subset Ω in Γ, respectively. [K] is the set {1, 2, . . .,K}.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We first introduce the proposed media modulation based mMTC
scheme and then focus on our massive access technique relying on
joint active device and data detection at the BS.

A. Proposed Media Modulation Based mMTC Scheme

As illustrated in Fig. 1, we propose that all K MTDs adopt media
modulation for enhanced UL throughput and the BS employs mMIMO
using Nr receive antenna elements for reliable massive access. In the
UL, each symbol consists of the conventional modulated symbol and
of the media-modulated symbol, and each MTD relies on a single
conventional antenna and Mr extra radio frequency (RF) mirrors [11],
[12], [14]–[16]. By adjusting the binary on/off status of the Mr RF
mirrors, we have Nt = 2Mr mirror activation patterns (MAPs), and the
media-modulated symbol is obtained by mapping log2(Nt) = Mr bits
to one of theNt MAPs. Therefore, if the conventionalM -QAM symbol
is adopted, the overall UL throughput of an MTD is η = Mr + log2M
bit per channel use (bpcu). By contrast, to convey extra bits, SM relying
on a single RF chain and multiple TAs will activate one of the TAs for
UL transmission [9], [10]. To elaborate a little further, to achieve the
same extra throughput, media modulation only requires a single UL TA
and a linearly increasing number of RF mirrors, while SM requires an
exponentially increasing number of TAs [9]–[12], [14]–[16]. Clearly,
media modulation is more attractive for mMTC owing to its increased

UL throughput, which is achieved at a negligible power consumption
and hardware cost [14]–[16]. Moreover, using a mMIMO UL receiver is
the most compelling technique. By leveraging the substantial diversity
gain gleaned from hundreds of antennas, the mMIMO BS is expected
to achieve high-reliability UL multi-user detection, in the context of
mMTC. By integrating the complementary benefits of media modula-
tion at the MTDs and mMIMO reception at the BS into mMTC, we
arrive at an excellent solution.

B. Massive Access of the Proposed mMTC Scheme

As shown in Fig. 1, we assume that the activity patterns of the K
MTDs remain unchanged in a frame, which consists of J successive
time slots. Hence we only focus our attention on the massive access
for a given frame. Specifically, the signal received at the BS in the j-th
(∀j ∈ [J ]) time slot, denoted by yj ∈ C

Nr×1, can be expressed as

yj =

K∑
k=1

akg
j
kHkd

j
k +wj =

K∑
k=1

Hkx
j
k +wj = Hx̃j +wj ,

(1)
where the activity indicator ak is set to one (zero) if the k-th MTD
is active (inactive), while gjk ∈ C, dj

k ∈ C
Nt×1, and xj

k = akg
j
kd

j
k ∈

C
Nt×1 are the conventional modulated symbol, media-modulated sym-

bol, and equivalent UL access symbol of the k-th MTD in the j-
th time slot, respectively. Furthermore, Hk ∈ C

Nr×Nt is the multi-
input multi-output (MIMO) channel matrix associated with the k-th
MTD, wj ∈ C

Nr×1 is the noise with elements obeying the indepen-
dent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian distribution
CN (0, σ2

w), while H = [H1,H2, . . .,HK ] ∈ C
Nr×(KNt) and x̃j =

[(xj
1)

T , (xj
2)

T , . . ., (xj
K)T ]T ∈ C

(KNt)×1 are the aggregate MIMO
channel matrix and UL access signal in the j-th time slot, respectively.

Note that for any dj
k given ∀j ∈ [J ] and ∀k ∈ [K], only one of its

entries is one and the others are all zeros, i.e.,

supp{dj
k} ∈ [Nt], ‖ dj

k ‖0= 1, ‖ dj
k ‖2= 1, (2)

where supp{·} is the support set of its argument. Furthermore, we
consider the Rayleigh MIMO channel model, hence the elements inHk

for ∀k ∈ [K] follow the i.i.d. complex Gaussian distribution CN (0, 1).
We assume that the channels remain time-invariant for a relatively
long period in typical IoT scenarios, hence {Hk}Kk=1 can be accurately
estimated at the BS via periodic updates.

III. PROPOSED CS-BASED MASSIVE ACCESS SOLUTION

In typical IoT scenarios, the MTDs generate sporadic tele-traffic [2]–
[7], which indicates that a = [a1, a2, . . ., aK ]T ∈ C

K×1 is a sparse
vector and Ka =‖ a ‖0� K. Moreover, this activity pattern exhibits
the block-sparsity, since a typically remains unchanged in J successive
time slots within a frame [2]–[4], [7]. Furthermore, xj

k = akg
j
kd

j
k for

∀j ∈ [J ] exhibits the structured sparsity [11], [12], due to the sparse
nature of media-modulated symbols’ feature as illustrated in (2). The
block-sparsity and structured sparsity of the UL signals inspire us to
invoke CS theory to detect the active devices and demodulate the data
at the BS.

To exploit the block-sparsity of active MTD patterns, we first rewrite
the received signals within a frame as

Y = HX+W, (3)

where we haveY=[y1,y2, . . .,yJ ] ∈ C
Nr×J ,H ∈ C

Nr×(KNt),X=
[x̃1, x̃2, . . ., x̃J ] ∈ C

(KNt)×J , and W = [w1,w2, . . .,wJ ] ∈ C
Nr×J .

Thus the massive access problem can be formulated as the following
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optimization problem

min
X

‖ Y −HX ‖2
F= min

{̃xj}J
j=1

J∑
j=1

‖ yj −Hx̃j ‖2
2

= min
{ak,d

j
k
,g

j
k
}J,K
j=1,k=1

J∑
j=1

‖ yj −
K∑

k=1

akg
j
kHkd

j
k ‖2

2

s.t. (2) and ‖a‖0� K. (4)

In the following subsections, we will first utilize the proposed
StrOMP algorithm to determine the indices of active devices. On that
basis, the associated data is further detected based on the proposed SIC-
SSP algorithm. Finally, we will discuss the computational complexity
of the proposed algorithms.

A. Proposed StrOMP Algorithm for AUD

The proposed StrOMP procedure listed in Algorithm 1 was evolved
from the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm of [17]. Specif-
ically, line 3 calculates the sum correlation m associated with all Nt

MAPs in J time slots for each MTD; line 5 combines k� (i.e., the most
likely active MTD) with Γ(i−1) to update the possible support set Λ; in
line 6, the coarse signal estimate is obtained by the least squares (LS)
algorithm; lines 7∼9 exploit the structured sparsity of media-modulated
symbols to estimate the possible MAPs based on the coarsely estimated
signal B, and then the fine signal estimate is obtained in line 9 for en-
hancing the robustness to noise; line 10 updates the residual by using the
finely estimated signalA. In line 11, if the energy difference of the resid-
ual in adjacent iterations ‖R(i−1)‖F − ‖R(i)‖F falls below a prede-
fined threshold, the loop is curtailed, otherwise the iteration continues.

The classical OMP algorithm requires the sparsity levelKa, whereas
the proposed StrOMP algorithm adaptively acquires the number of
active MTDs without knowing Ka. Compared to the OMP algorithm,
the proposed StrOMP achieves an improved detection performance by
exploiting the block-sparsity (line 3) and the structured sparsity (lines
7∼9) of the UL signals.

B. The SIC-SSP Algorithm Proposed for Data Detection

Based on the estimated active MTDs Γ obtained from Algorithm
1, the data detection problem in formula (4) reduces to the same
CS problem as in [8] (i.e., Eq. (10) for J = 1 in [8]), which can be
solved by the group subspace pursuit (GSP) algorithm of [8]. To further
improve the performance, the proposed SIC-SSP algorithm, as listed in
Algorithm 2, intrinsically integrates the idea of successive interference
cancellation (SIC) with the GSP algorithm. Specifically, the outer
for-loop recovers {x̃j}Jj=1 separately. For each x̃j with j ∈ [J ], the

inner for-loop recovers a structured sparse signal with K̂a sparsity by
performing (K̂a − 1) SIC operations. In contrast to the existing GSP
algorithm, the inner for-loop of the proposed algorithm incorporates the
SIC operation (lines 17∼22). Specifically, line 18 selects the index of
the maximum element of the finely estimated signal e and subsequently
line 19 eliminates it from the measurement vector v; line 20 records the
maximum element in x̃j (j ∈ [J ]) and reduces the size of the remaining
set of active MTDs Λ by 1, which corresponds to reducing the column
dimension of the channel matrix in the next iteration for improving
the data detection performance. Moreover, lines 9 and 13 improve the
performance by exploiting the signal’s structured sparsity. Finally, the
algorithm is terminated when X is fully reconstructed.

C. Computational Complexity

1) The computational complexity of the proposed StrOMP algo-
rithm (Algorithm 1) in the i-th iteration mainly depends on the
following operations.
Signal correlation (line 3): The matrix multiplication used has
a complexity order of O(JKNtNr).
Coarse signal estimate via LS (line 6): The coarse LS solution
has a complexity order of O[J(2Nr(iNt)

2 + (iNt)
3)].

Fine signal estimate via LS (line 9): The fine-grained LS solu-
tion has a complexity order of O[J(2Nri

2 + i3)].
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Fig. 2. Performance comparison of different solutions versus the SNR (Nr = 50, J = 12): (a) AUD performance; (b) BER performance.

Residue update (line 10): Since signal A acquired in line 9 is
represented by a sparse matrix, the complexity of computing the
residual is O(JNri).

2) The computational complexity of the proposed SIC-SSP algo-
rithm (Algorithm 2) in the s-th (1 ≤ s ≤ K̂a) inner for-loop
mainly depends on the following operations.
Correlation (line 8): The matrix multiplication involved has a
complexity order of O[(K̂a − s+ 1)NtNr].
Coarse LS (line 12): The coarse LS solution has a complexity
order of O[2Nr(2(K̂a − s+ 1))2 + (2(K̂a − s+ 1))3].
Fine LS (line 15): The fine LS solution has a complexity order
of O[2Nr(K̂a − s+ 1)2 + (K̂a − s+ 1)3].
Residue update (line 16): The complexity of computing the
residual is O[(K̂a − s+ 1)Nr].

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Let us now evaluate the probability of AUD error rate (Pe) and the
bit error rate (BER) for the proposed CS-based massive access solution.
Here we have Pe =

Eu+Ef

K
, and BER = EuJη+Bm+Bc

KaJη
, where Eu is

the number of active MTDs missed by activity detection,Ef is the num-
ber of falsely detected inactive MTDs, Bm and Bc are the total number
of error bits in the media-modulated symbols and conventional symbols
for detected active MTDs within a frame, respectively, and KaJη is the
total number of bits transmitted by Ka active MTDs within a frame. In
our simulations, the total number of MTDs is K = 100 with Ka = 8
active MTDs. Furthermore, each media modulation based MTD adopts
Mr = 2 RF mirrors and 4-QAM (M = 4), hence the overall throughput
becomes η = Mr + log2M = 4 bpcu. Finally, Pth in the proposed
StrOMP algorithm is set to 2, which is selected experimentally.

For comparison, we consider the following benchmarks. Bench-
mark 1 : Zero forcing multi-user detector for the traditional mMIMO
UL [8] supporting Ka single-antenna users adopting 16-QAM to
achieve the same 4 bpcu. TLSSCS : TLSSCS detector from [7], and us-
ing the scaling factor ofα = 4 (i.e.,α in Eq. (6) of [7]). StrOMP+GSP :
The proposed StrOMP algorithm and the existing GSP algorithm of [8]
are successively used to detect the active MTDs and the data. AUD
lower bound : A modified StrOMP algorithm relying on the perfect
knowledge of Ka, which performs the iterations including lines 3∼10
and lines 14∼15 for Ka times, and the estimated output support set is
Γ(Ka) containing Ka elements. BER lower bound : The Oracle LS

based detector relying on the perfect known index set of active MTDs
and the support set of media-modulated symbols, is considered as the
BER lower bound of the proposed mMTC scheme.

From Fig. 2(b), Fig. 3(b), and Fig. 4(b), it is obvious that the BER
performance of the proposed mMTC scheme outperforms the tradi-
tional mMIMO UL (Benchmark 1) for the same throughput when Pe is
small enough, thanks to the extra bits introduced by media modulation.
Note that it is actually unfair for the proposed scheme to be compared
with the benchmark 1 in BER performance since the latter does not
consider the AUD error.

Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) compare the AUD performance and BER
performance versus the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), respectively. It is
clear that the AUD performance of the proposed StrOMP algorithm
is better than that of the TLSSCS algorithm, and it is hence closer
to the AUD lower bound. We find that the BER performance of our
“StrOMP+SIC-SSP” solution outperforms the TLSSCS detector, and
the “StrOMP+GSP” solution, which demonstrates the efficiency of
the proposed solution. Moreover, compared to the “StrOMP+GSP”
solution, the BER performance of our “StrOMP+SIC-SSP” solution
is getting better and better with the increase of SNR, which proves the
the efficiency of the SIC operation.

Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b) compare the AUD performance and BER
performance versus the frame length J , respectively. Owing to the ex-
ploitation of the block sparsity, it can be seen that the AUD performance
of the proposed StrOMP improves upon increasing J . Furthermore,
as for the AUD performance, the advantage of the proposed StrOMP
algorithm over the TLSSCS algorithm becomes more obvious upon
increasing J . We also find that except for the Oracle LS (BER lower
bound), the proposed “StrOMP+SIC-SSP” solution has the lowest BER
floor, for sufficiently large J .

Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 4(b) compare the AUD performance and BER
performance versus the number of receive antennas Nr , respectively.
Observe from Fig. 4 that whenNr becomes large, the AUD performance
or BER of the proposed “StrOMP+SIC-SSP” solution is better than
that of the TLSSCS detector and the “StrOMP+GSP” solution. This
indicates the superiority of the proposed solution for employment in
mMIMO.

The computational complexity of different solutions in our simu-
lations are compared in Table II, where the different algorithms are
divided into two parts based on their functions (i.e., AUD or data detec-
tion). It is obvious that the number of complex-valued multiplications
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of different solutions versus the frame length J (SNR = 2 dB, Nr = 50): (a) AUD performance; (b) BER performance.

Fig. 4. Performance comparison of different solutions versus the the number of receive antennas Nr (SNR = 2 dB, J = 12): (a) AUD performance; (b) BER
performance.

TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS

1 The number of the complex-valued multiplications is calculated under the parameters J = 12, Nt = 4, K = 100, Ka = 8.
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of the proposed StrOMP algorithm is a little lower than that in the
AUD part of the TLSSCS algorithm (i.e., lines 1-14 of Algorithm 1 in
[7]) when Nr = 50. If Nr is doubled, the number of complex-valued
multiplications of the proposed StrOMP algorithm increases linearly
with Nr , whereas the complexity of the AUD part of the TLSSCS
algorithm is nearly proportional to the square of Nr . Hence, it is
clear that our StrOMP algorithm is more suitable for mMIMO in
conjunction with large antenna arrays. Furthermore, after obtaining the
active MTDs, the data detection part of the TLSSCS algorithm becomes
an LS operation (i.e., line 15 of Algorithm 1 in [7]) associated with a
limited BER performance for the media-modulated signal. Hence, our
proposed SIC-SSP algorithm attains a better data detection performance
at the cost of a higher computational complexity.

V. CONCLUSION

A media modulation based mMTC UL scheme relying on mMIMO
detection at the BS was proposed for achieving reliable massive access
with an enhanced throughput. The sparse nature of the mMTC traffic
motivated us to propose a CS-based solution. First, an StrOMP algo-
rithm was proposed to detect the active MTDs exhibiting block-sparsity
and structured sparsity of the UL signals, which improved the perfor-
mance. Then, an SIC-SSP algorithm was proposed for detecting the data
of the detected MTDs by exploiting the structured sparsity of media-
modulated symbols for enhancing the performance. Furthermore, we
analysed the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms.
Finally, our simulation qualified the benefits of the proposed solution.
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